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ARCHIPELAGO

In ARCHIPELAGO, fifteen installation and performance artists shared the gallery
space throughout a six-week period. Simultaneously standing alone yet linked by a
common space each artist marked his or her territory, camp or nest. Audiences could
visit the space throughout the opening times of the gallery to see how the work had
developed over time as the artists vied and negotiated with each other, built, modified
or dismantled their ‘islands’.

Artists: Emma Benson, Claire Blundell-Jones, Ian Bourn, Helena Bryant, Lee Campbell,
Helena Goldwater, Michelle Griffiths, Zoë Mendelson, Graeme Miller, Frog Morris, Steve
Ounanian, Florence Peake, Tim Spooner, Fiona Templeton and Caroline Wilkinson
Concept /curated by Gary Stevens
Text © 2011 Gary Stevens
Photographs © 2011 Hydar Dewachi
Publication design by Hydar Dewachi
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Caroline Willkinson | Audience Chamber

ARCHIPELAGO

Almost conjunctions of jigsaw fragments, clusters of isolated details proliferate
on a wall, each piece carefully positioned and repositioned over time. Islands of
colour that stand together and apart. Tiny figures rendered over two conjoined
jigsaw pieces appear to walk in this broken place. Caroline Wilkinson stands
over jigsaw sections stacked on the floor contemplating their placement by colour,
association or fractured architecture. Remnants of idyllic scenes map an impossible
space with no boundary. The configuration slowly mutates and grows over the
expanse of white wall.
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Helena Goldwater | Funnel of love

ARCHIPELAGO

Next to which is a red sequined column,
standing from floor to ceiling, held
up by what seems to be a shock of
brown hair that disappears up through
a trap door in the ceiling. More hair
emanates from the base, sending out
tendrils that snake across the floor. It
is like an abstracted bearded lady and
a metamorphosed tree. Milk suddenly
squirts from the undulating surface and
we realise with a sudden shock that the
column is alive. Helena Goldwater
sometimes emerges, slowly lifting the
column from the floor to reveal feet
and hands and a matching sequined
dress. She is there and not there at the
same time, an introverted show-woman
who is now intent on teasing individual
hairs from a tangled mess.
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Florence Peake | Features

A giant eyeball seems to be peering
at her from above, attached
to a length of wood held aloft
and perfectly still by Florence
Peake, who often slowly juggles,
balances and manoeuvres three
standards that sometimes are
propped up in a bin to form a
curious, boundless, cartoon face
that floats in the air; two eyeballs
and curved red lips on stalks. She
hovers over, touches and strokes
the other works at a distance,
intense but impassive and with
a slowness that begins to seem
like a state rather than an event.
She sometimes leaves the objects
leaning where she has travelled
as a temporary bridge to another
place.
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Emma Benson | unravelling

ARCHIPELAGO

Emma Benson considers the large
polystyrene eyeball on a stick that
is now sitting on a grey tea tray on
one of her three stools that form a
triangle in the centre of the gallery.
She is sitting on another of the stools
with an identical tea tray in her lap
and invites someone, with a smile, to
join her on the remaining stool and
hands him or her the third tea tray
and a wad of red felt that she pulls
from a small zinc bin by her side. The
visitor is instructed to roll out the
felt to form a tight and solid mass to
join the growing shoots that reach
out across the floor in all directions.
It is a convivial, intimate and social
affair and yet the work is enigmatic
and alien.
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Zoë Mendelson | Conscientious Objectophile

There is nothing convivial about Zoë
Mendelson’s attitude to the public;
strategic earpieces plugged into an ipod
cut her off as she draws in pencil, ignoring
all enquires. A huge drawing is slowly
deepening and emerging from a trace on
the wall, an essay on clutter and hoarding.
Overworking in pencil, details are added
to a large complex design, enhancing and
developing the ghost of a drawing. She is
too close to appreciate the whole until she
steps back. Her white outfit, which presages
her marriage to the wall in a ceremony to
be held on the last day, merges with the wall
as she ascends a ladder to dwell on a detail
high up.
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Zoë Mendelson | Conscientious Objectophile
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Helena Bryant | Marooned

ARCHIPELAGO

As the visitor is adjusting his or her rules
of engagement they may glance down
to see a sleeping figure alone on a small,
isolated, pebble island in another part of
the gallery. She has bare feet, a false beard
and sports a sou’wester. A suitcase and a
coil of rope act as a pillow and mattress.
By her side are an antique telescope and
the peelings of a recently eaten orange.
Helena Bryant is marooned in the
busy public space, seemingly reconciled or
at least resigned to a life alone.
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Frog Morris and Lee Campbell | I LIKE DUCKS / I LIKE DUCK

The visitor, now at sea, is rescued by the
friendly face, or possibly two, of Frog
Morris and or Lee Campbell, who
have proliferating fluorescent yellow and
pink paper sheets plastered to the wall
under two banners: ‘I like duck’ and ‘I
like ducks’. One area is a collection of
tributes to the animal from contributing
children and adults who have come by
the gallery; the other area is dedicated to
those who like eating the animal. There
are occasional performances out at the
duck pond in the park where the two
throw bread into the lake and recite
contributions from both camps. The
superficial child-like quality is disturbed
by attempts to reconcile the two
conflicting types of thought.
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Frog Morris and Lee Campbell | I LIKE DUCKS / I LIKE DUCK
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Steve Ounanian | Make It Rain

Steve Ounanian’s work hangs in the
corner and spasms as you approach. A
hammock of felt dollar bills straddles the
wall just above head height. It hangs like
a low cloud and strewn across the floor
are felt coins, apparently shaken from the
tree of bills above.
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Ian Bourn | Skirting (Version one)

ARCHIPELAGO

Through an open door and into another room a video projection onto a canvas mounted
on an easel shows the canvas being painted, the painter seen from behind renders a
seascape with a lighthouse on a craggy rock peninsula. Regular edited moments speed up the
process that continues until the image is erased and painted out and the action repeats in
a continuous cycle. A flat monitor hung low on the wall in line with a skirting board shows
an image of a doorway in Ian Bourn’s house, the camera tracks to reveal on the wall the
exact motif of the seeming seascape made by an accident of staining and torn wall paper.
A development over the course of the exhibition adds another larger video projection
recreating the fantasy seascape with the skirting board becoming the side of a boat. The
fantasy occupation turns to night and then to black.
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Graeme Miller | Conjunction

ARCHIPELAGO

Sharing the room is Graeme
Miller’s installation. A formal
arrangement of chairs around a circular
table with microphones on stalks for
each of the chairs seems to speak to
itself, a ghost voice of a past event.
Loud speakers occupy the chairs and a
lone voice delivers a monologue, which
is heard by a visitor as if explaining
something to the invisible company in
a seemingly endless speech linked by
the conjunction ‘because’. One thought
flows into another. It is an insular island
and the wires from the microphones
draw our eyes as they meander and
disappear down a black hole in the
centre of the table.
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Claire Blundell-Jones | The Crow who didn’t know...

ARCHIPELAGO

Out into the light corridor space of the Cafe
Gallery, on a perch, high up on platform is
Claire Blundell-Jones, a wooden ladder is
lashed to the raised floor for access. She is busy
in seclusion illustrating the various ends to her
sentence, ‘Crow didn’t know…’, which is written
on a stack of paper for visitors to the gallery to
complete. The pen drawings are then skewered
onto a series of steel spikes that protrude from
the wall. The floor is cluttered with screwed up
sheets that are discarded failures.
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Michelle Griffiths | Human Folk Bird

ARCHIPELAGO

At the other end of the corridor
space is another kind of bird, a
folk bird. She invites visitors to
contribute their own folk songs
in writing. Michelle Griffiths
collects twigs and branches from
the park, old whisky bottles
and crumpled paper with the
handwritten lyrics of old folk
songs tied to the assemblage.
She sits on a red sofa in this
nest and sings from the growing
repertoire of songs. Occasionally
she would leave the nest to
steal items from other exhibits:
pebbles, felt coins and bills and
leave gifts of songs written on
scraps of paper tied with ribbon
and eggs.
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Tim Spooner | Proposed Monument for the Edge of the Universe

While Tim Spooner’s piece seems
to comment on the proceedings. A
lead box connected to solar panels
attached to the windows sits on
flimsy legs vibrating and excreting a
black tarry substance in a chemical
action that produces a drawing onto
speech-bubble shaped mats on the
floor beneath it. The machine speaks
inky accidental splatters and dribbles.
Through the course of the exhibition
the machine travels across the floor
leaving a trail of speech bubbles.
During the last week tiny fabricated
creatures, part snail, part dog seem
to hatch from the box/belly of the
machine and become attached to the
speech mats by thread to carry the
messages to other parts of the gallery.
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Fiona Templeton | 6 things

ARCHIPELAGO

Meanwhile the elusive Fiona Templeton adds a shelf every week to a wall on
which a new stack of booklets sit, transcribed from a secret performance. She
records a train of thought and transcribes it unedited. Each book is a conceptual,
textual thing.
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Fiona Templeton | 6 things

Excerpt from:

Excerpt from:

Excerpt from:

‘First thing’

‘Second thing’

‘Fourth thing’

June 7-12 2011

June 13-19 2011

June 20-26 2011

The Crow spoke here.
The Crow spoke there

Water
retreating
leaves a film

a word a day

waterfalling
blurs the picture

an image forms

The first thing
McCallum
is more than
film.
We waste our wages.

eye retreating
looks both ways

Snoozing in the wind
held up
we change our chances.

rapid eye
a trail
and time becomes image

What we try to accomodate
sun
a shed or roses
what we do see
is the unfamiliar.

by scoring
by marking

Why the next time
the word ‘llok’
in a piece of visual art
The map
sounds.
The contours of the thing
are an illusion.
But inside is place.
That’s not all mine.
into a clearing
a head start
a breaking twig.
You can run like that.
~~

marking time
writing
is from wretan
to scratch
a surface
a lens
keeping time
greedily
poetry
is putting things there
writing takes them away
~~

it has to calm down

holds it with two pins
becoming clearer
by its two ears
a hand along
looking for
bread
or what it was in the
morning light
she tears off down the road
the coherence
of a drink
stops, follows
totters
supplies
me with how to
a phonograph
what I want
~~
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The complexity and range of work from two generations of artists was not
prompted by the title of the exhibition. There was a balance of installation
and performance. It was an opportunity to treat performance as a sculptural
proposition. There were no timed events. Everything ran concurrently for the
duration of the exhibition, with one or two of the performers/artists making,
modifying, dismantling, occupying, manipulating or animating their structures at any
given time. Archipelago makes an issue of the space between the works but is not
intended as a theme. It unifies a collection but the integrity and autonomy of the
individual contributions had to be maintained. The artists were asked to address
their attitudes to the shared space, which are always equivocal. If the invitation
had been to trade or war, defend or attack the neighbouring artists then the
expectation would be that over the course of six weeks cooperation and polite
behaviour would lose out to destruction, chaos and cannibalism. It activated an
aspect that is a factor in any mixed exhibition, the uneasy peace and coexistence.
They are alone together. What happened was that the neighbours were
neighbourly, even friendly. They lived with the work and each other, if only briefly.
Peace is fragile, unstable, hard to sustain, rare on the whole and precious.
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ARCHIPELAGO was a companion exhibition to WAKE which ran
concurrently in Dilston Grove.
Produced by Artsadmin in association with CGP London.
www.artsadmin.co.uk | www.cgplondon.org
Funded by the National Lottery through Arts Council England

